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Medical Decision
Making (EBM)

Develop algorithms
that use information
from medical history,
physical exam and
testing in order to
make rational
decisions about
diagnosis, treatment
and prognosis which
optimize outcomes.

Fairness (absence of discrimination)
Weak (direct):
Algorithm does not rely explicitly on protected
characteristics or classes

Strong (indirect):
Algorithm produces decisions that yield equally
advantageous results for all strata of protected
characteristics or classes
Council NR. 2004. Measuring Racial Discrimination. Washington, DC: NAP
Barocas S, Selbst AD. 2016. Big data’s disparate impact. Calif Law Rev. 104.

Often these two definitions are in conflict
In which case, considered ethical to use protected
characteristics or classes in diagnostic or treatment
algorithms in pursuit of more equal outcomes.
For example, 1) Screening Algorithms:

2) Choice of Drug (e.g., BiDil, ACE-I)

3) Dosage of Drug (e.g., Trandolapril)

In medicine (unlike employment, law enforcement, etc),
use of race in algorithms is PROMOTED as long as the
goal is equality of outcomes (e.g. NIMHD)
Argument often made (e.g. Sally Satel) that it would be
unethical to IGNORE race in decision-making.
But at the same time, there are copious data on racism
in medical practice, such that groups are treated
unequally in physically and psychologically harmful ways.

So for medical treatment, what is the logic used in:
Identifying a practice difference that is “unfair”?
Excluding alternative explanations?
by measured factors?
by unmeasured factors?
Accounting for knowledge of a previous difference
in justifying a future difference?
Planning interventions to diminish the difference?

Association of protected class X (e.g. race) and outcome Y.
Can be direct (X  Y)
Can be mediated by other factors (X  W  Y)
Can be confounded by an observed covariate (X  Z  Y)
Can be confounded by unobserved covariates (DAG c)
Zhang J, Bareinboim E. Fairness in decision-making—the causal explanation
formula. 32nd AAAI Conference on Artificial Intelligence 2018 Apr 25.
https://www.aaai.org/ocs/index.php/AAAI/AAAI18/paper/viewPaper/16949

Z & B:

TVx0,x1(y) = P(y|x1) − P(y|x0)
ETTx0,x1(y) = P(yx1|x0) − P(y|x0)

Kunser et al: ETTx0,x1(y)* = P(yx1|x0,z,w) − P(y|x0,z,w)
Datta et al: CDEx0,x1(yz,w) = P(yx1,z,w) − P(yx0,z,w)
Pearl: NDEx0,x1(y) = P(yx1,wx0) − P(yx0)
NIEx0,x1(y) = P(yx0,wx1) − P(yx0)

Kusner MJ, et al. 2017. Counterfactual fairness. arXiv preprint 1703.06856.
Datta A, Sen S, Zick Y. 2016. Algorithmic transparency via quantitative input
influence. In Security and Privacy (SP), 2016 IEEE Symp., 598–617.
Pearl J. 2009. Causality. New York: Cambridge University Press. 2nd ed.

Mediation example for gender
Kolev et al (2019) studied blinded evaluation of grant
proposals sent to Gates Foundation 2008-2017.
Female applicants scored lower. Difference not explained by
reviewer characteristics, proposal topics, or measures of
applicant quality.
Differences explained by text-based measures of titles and
descriptions, specifically: usage of broad and narrow words.
Text-based measures that predict higher reviewer scores do
not also predict higher ex-post performance.
Kolev J, Fuentes-Medel Y, Murray F. IS BLINDED REVIEW ENOUGH? HOW
GENDERED OUTCOMES ARISE EVEN UNDER ANONYMOUS EVALUATION
NBER Working Paper 25759, May 2019.

Use of Experiment:
Adams et al. show that art made by women sells for lower prices
at auction, and demonstrate that this is not a function of talent or
thematic choices. It is solely because the artists are female.

Adams RB, Kräussl R, Navone MA, Verwijmeren P. Is gender in the eye of the
beholder? Identifying cultural attitudes with art auction prices. 2017 Dec 6.
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3083500

To test the proposed explanation that women are intrinsically
less talented than men, the authors conducted experiments.
1) They showed sets of lesser-known paintings to large n of
participants asking them to guess the gender of the artists.
Respondents did no better than chance.
2) They used a computer program to generate paintings and
randomly designate the “artists” with male or female names.
Asked large n of participants to rate the paintings and assign a
value. Female artists systematically earned a lower valuation.
Perhaps participants knew that female works are valued less and
then they made their appraisals accordingly. This could be
deemed “rational”, even if not fair (“statistical discrimination”).
Adams RB, Kräussl R, Navone MA, Verwijmeren P. Is gender in the eye of the
beholder? Identifying cultural attitudes with art auction prices. 2017 Dec 6.
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3083500

The gap was also variable across countries and changed over time.

Adams RB, Kräussl R, Navone MA, Verwijmeren P. Is gender in the eye of the
beholder? Identifying cultural attitudes with art auction prices. 2017 Dec 6.
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3083500

Schulman KA, et al. The
effect of race and sex on
physicians' recommendations
for cardiac catheterization.
N Engl J Med. 1999 Feb 25;
340(8):618-26.

Medical Example: GFR estimation
[mentioned by Dorothy Roberts on Wednesday]
Glomerular filtration rate = overall index of kidney function.
GFR cannot be measured directly in clinical practice, so it is
estimated from serum levels of endogenous filtration
markers.
Several equations have been developed:
Cockcroft-Gault equation
MDRD equation
CKDEPI equation (most recommended)
Cystatin C equation

Cockcroft-Gault equation (1976)
Estimates GFR from age, sex, body weight, and serum creatinine.
Original study population included 249 US white men.
Adjustment factor for women based on the assumption of 15% lower
creatinine generation due to lower muscle mass.
This equation does not contain a variable for race, and on average
underestimates GFR in African Americans.

Inker, L.A., Fan, L. & Levey, A.S. Comprehensive Clinical Nephrology.
5th edn (Elsevier Saunders, Philadelphia, PA, 2015).

MDRD Equation (1999)
Estimates GFR indexed for BSA from age, sex, race (African American
vs. white and other) and serum creatinine.
Original study population included 1,628 US men and women
Studies in have showed that the MDRD equation is substantially more
accurate compared to the Cockcroft-Gault equation.

Stevens, L.A. et al. Impact of creatinine calibration on performance of
GFR estimating equations in a pooled individual patient database.
Am. J. Kidney Dis. 50, 21–35 (2007).

CKD-EPI Equation (2003)
NIDDK assembled a pooled dataset of n = 12,150 from diverse studies
in North America and Europe, including individuals with and without
kidney disease and with diabetes.
Same variables as in MDRD equation, but functions and coefficients
differ. Again, race variable is African Americans vs. whites and others.
Evaluation of the CKD-EPI vs. the MDRD equation in the validation
population showed improved accuracy, but performance of both
equations was worse outside North America.

Earley, A., Miskulin, D., Lamb, E.J., Levey, A.S. & Uhlig, K. Estimating
equations for glomerular filtration rate in the era of creatinine
standardization: a systematic review. Ann. Intern. Med. 156, 785–95 (2012).

GFR ESTIMATION USING CYSTATIN C
Cystatin C identified in 1979 and proposed as a filtration marker in
1985. Still, not common in practice.
Cystatin C not affected by muscle mass or diet, and, thus, is
more strongly correlated with measured GFR than creatinine, and less
strongly associated with age, sex, and race.
But strongly affected by smoking, inflammation, adiposity, thyroid
diseases, etc.
Studies confirmed the findings that estimated GFR with cystatin C
and creatinine is more precise than using creatinine alone and no
longer requires a local coefficient for racial or ethnic groups.
Levey, A.S., Inker, L.A. & Coresh, J. GFR estimation: from physiology
to public health. Am. J. Kidney Dis. 63, 820–834 (2014).

According to the French Haute Autorité de
Santé, the US correction factor for race in
the CKD-EPI equation should NOT be
applied in the French population

Likewise, studies in Brazil and UK have
shown that no race term is needed in the
model in these settings:

Nwamaka Denise Eneanya, MD,
MPH1,2; Wei Yang, PhD3; Peter
Philip Reese, MD, MSCE1,3

Reconsidering the Consequences of Using Race to
Estimate Kidney Function
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Few people in the
population sit right
at the population
average.

What is “fair” for the mean is not
necessarily “fair” for everyone else.

Observations from the Example
It should not be considered ethical to use a weak proxy
that systematically disadvantages a large proportion of the
population based on a readily refutable mischaracterization.
Race is used in this algorithm not because it is the optimal
quantity in any rational sense, but rather because of its
historical and ideological saliency.
Overall Summary
Causal framework of direct and indirect effects has a
concrete experimental foundation, but does not encompass
forms of “statistical discrimination” that are based on
algorithms designed to optimize one (arbitrary) function at
the expense of many others.

